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AB ST RACT 

Hydrothermal systems typically consist of hot perme- 
able rock which contains either liquid or liquid and sat- 
urated steam within the voids. These systems vent flu- 
ids at the surface through hot springs, fumaroles, mud 
pools, steaming ground and geysers. They are simulta- 
neously recharged as meteoric water percolates through 
the surrounding rock or through the active injection of 
water at various geothermal reservoirs. In a number of 
geothermal reservoirs from which significant amounts of 
hot fluid have been extracted and passed through tur- 
bines, superheated regions of vapour have developed. 
As liquid migrates through a superheated region of a 
hydrothermal system, some of the liquid vaporizes at a 
migrating liquid-vapour interface. Using simple physi- 
cal arguments, and analogue laboratory experiments we 
show that, under the influence of gravity, the liquid- 
vapour interface may become unstable and break up 
into fingers. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

For several decades fluids have been extracted from 
two-phase geothermal reservoirs for power generation. 
Important reservoirs include The Geysers, California 
and Larderello, Italy. As a result of the depletion of 
fluids that has arisen (Kerr 1991), the pressures within 
such reservoirs have decreased and some regions of the 
systems have become superheated. As reservoir pres- 
sures fall, the rate of supply of steam has been observed 
to decrease by as much as 50% per year (Enedy e t  al. 
1993). In a number of reservoirs, cold fluid has been 
injected in order to recharge the system through the 
vaporisation of a fraction of this water as it migrates 
through the hot rock (Enedy, Enedy & Maney 1991; 
Enedy e t  al. 1993). In order to evaluate the efficiency 
of such reinjection programmes, the fundamental con- 
trols upon the rate of vaporisation of an advancing liq- 
uid front must be determined. 

Pruess e t  al. (1987a) have shown that as liquid is 
injected at a steady rate from a vertical well, a rela- 
tively cold liquid-saturated region develops around the 
well. This region is separated from the hot superheated 

vapour in the far field by a migrating liquid-vapour in- 
terface. As the rock is invaded by cold water it cools 
and the thermal energy released is used to vaporize a 
fraction of the water. New vapour is thus formed at the 
liquid-vapour interface. Woods & Fitzgerald (1993) ex- 
tended the work of Pruess e t  al. (1987a) by considering 
injection in various geometries and presenting analyti- 
cal solutions for the long-time behaviour of the system. 
The results of both of these studies indicated that if liq- 
uid is injected from a vertical well then the total rate 
of vapour production increases with injection rate al- 
though the fraction vaporizing actually decreases. Fig- 
ure 1 shows the relationship between the mass injection 
rate and the mass fraction of liquid which vaporises in 
a two dimensional injection geometry, as presented by 
Woods and Fitzgerald (1993). 

Most studies of liquid injection into superheated 
geothermal systems have implicitly assumed that the 
migrating liquid-vapour interface is planar. However, 
such interfaces may become unstable and break up into 

fingers if a sufficient fraction of the water vaporizes. 
In this paper we build upon these preliminary results 
(Fitzgerald and Woods 1994) by assessing the impor- 
tant and sometimes dominant effects of gravity. Our 
analysis and analogue laboratory experiments provide 
important constraints upon models of vapour genera- 
tion in superheated reservoirs. Our results are also of 
broader interest for understanding the dynamic state of 
geothermal systems. We also apply our results to inter- 
pret the effects of reinjection in the Geysers reservoir 
California, and the Lardarello field, Italy. 

As well as being of major importance to the geo- 
thermal industry, our stability analysis may also lead to 
new insights into the formation of precious ore deposits 
(Cline, Bodnar & Rimstidt 1992) and also the inten- 
sity of fumarolic activity associated with crater lakes 
(Brown e t  al. 1989; .Hurst & Dibble 1981). 

After discussing the different structures of geother- 
mal reservoirs, we present a physical discussion of the 
instability of a liquid-vapour interface, focusing upon 
the role of gravity in (de-)stabilising the interface, and 
identifying an upper bound upon the stability of the 
interface. We then present some new analogue labo- 
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ratory experiments, which identify the development of 
this instability. Finally, we discuss the implications of 
our results to various geothermal reservoirs, and con- 
trast our results with earlier models of reinjection. 

2 MODELLING OF HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS 

Hydrothermal systems are commonly thought to ex- 
ist in a dynamic state in which fluid circulates within 
fractured, porous rock (Cathles 1977; Donaldson 1962; 
Dunn & Hardee 1981; Hurst & Dibble 1981; Parmen- 
tier & Schedl 1981; Grant, Donaldson & Bixley 1982; 
Wohletz & Heiken 1992). The pores and fractures of 
the systems are saturated with water or water and 
vapour. Typically one phase is continuous and to good 
approximation this determines the distribution of pres- 
sure within the system (Pruess & Narasimhan 1982). 
In the case of a two-phase system, if the distribution 
of pressure is similar to that of a liquid-filled (vapour- 
filled) system then the system is described as liquid- 
dominated (vapour-dominated). 

The influence of the fractures upon the fluid flows 
within the reservoirs is highly dependent upon the rel- 
ative resistance to flow within the fractures and porous 
matrix. The relative resistance to flow is dependent 
upon the fracture apertures, the permeability of the 
porous matrix and the spacing of the fractures. In 
many reservoirs, such as Kawah Kamojang in Indone- 
sia (Wohletz & Heiken 1992), The Geysers in Califor- 
nia, Larderello in Italy, Ahuachapan in El Salvador and 
Kawerau in New Zealand (Grant, Donaldson & Bixley 
1982), the bulk of the fluid flows are believed to oc- 
cur within the fractures. The flow of fluid in certain 
other reservoirs, such as the East Mesa reservoir in Cal- 
ifornia is, in contrast, primarily within the porous ma- 
trix (Grant, Donaldson & Bixley 1982). Effects of the 
fractures upon the fluid flow within geothermal reser- 
voirs are often inferred from detailed measurements 
of pressure and temperature within wells used for the 
extraction or injection of fluid (Fradkin et al. 1981; 
Goyal & Box 1990; Axelsson & Bodvarsson 1987). In 
many reservoirs such data suggests that the fracturing 
is highly pervasive (Wohletz & Heiken 1992) and that 
the heat and mass transfer occur over lengthscales of 
the same order as or larger than the interwell spac- 
ing. Therefore, for modelling purposes the rock may 
be treated as a homogeneous continuum with a uni- 
form network of interconnected pores through which 
fluid may flow (Cathles 1977; Elder 1981; Pruess e t  al. 
1987a). The volume flux per unit area u may then be 
related to the interstitial velocity v by 

. 

u = ,#Jv (2.1) 

where is the void fraction (Bear 1972; Phillips 1991). 
In many situations of interest the fluid velocities thr- 

ough a geothermal reservoir are sufficiently low that 
viscous frictional forces are much greater than the in- 
ertial forces so that the interstitial Reynolds number, 
R = pud/p is small, R << 1 (Rubin & Schweitzer 1972; 
Pruess et al. 1987a); p represents the density of the 
fluid, p the dynamic viscosity, d a typical pore size, and 
u the interstitial speed. The volume flux per unit area 
u is then given by Darcy's Law 

where vp is the applied pressure gradient, g is the grav- 
itational acceleration and k is the permeability (Bear 
1972; Rubin & Schweitzer 1972; Dullien 1992). For 
liquid flow through porous rocks of typical pore size 
d - 1 0 - ~  m and liquid density io3 kg/m3, the condition 
R << 1 is valid for interstitial speeds u 5 

If the fluid velocities u and the typical grain size I) 
are sufficiently small then the timescale for fluid and 
solid to thermally equilibrate, D ~ / K ,  is much shorter 
than the timescale for the advection of heat across a 
grain, D / u ,  and the medium becomes locally isother- 
mal. Thus for a grain size of 0.5 mm, the condition for 
local thermal equilibrium is the same as that for low 
Reynolds number flows, u 5 1 0 - ~  m/s since typically 
the thermal diffusivity of rock n - 2 x 

In the following analysis, we therefore assume that 
the rock may be modelled as an isotropic porous med- 
ium in which Darcy's law (2.2) is valid and in which the 
rock and fluid are in local thermal equilibrium. In this 
case we may adopt the results of Woods and Fitzgerald 
(1993), shown in figure 1 herein, which describes the 
mass fraction which vaporises as a function of the mass 
flow rate of liquid injected into the reservoir. 

m/s. 

d / s .  

"U I 

1 1 I 
log Rate of injection) 

Figure 1 Mass fraction vaporking f as a function of 
dimensionless flow rate taken from Woods and Fitzger- 
ald 1993. Curves are shown'for 3 different porosities as 
labelled. 
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3 THE STABILITY OF A MIGRATING INTERFACE 

We now present a simple physical argument to  deter- 
mine whether a vaporising liquid interface is stable. 
This simple analysis identifies the fundamental process 
by which an interface may become unstable, and pro- 
vides a lower bound on the  mass fraction which may 
vaporise without destabilising the interface. 

The interface between two regions of fluid migrat- 
ing through a porous medium can become unstable if 
the magnitude of the pressure gradient increases across 
the interface in the direction of the flow (Saffman and 
Taylor 1958; Homsy 1987). If liquid migrates towards 
a vaporising interface with Darcy velocity u, then the 
pressure gradient on the  liquid side of the interface has 
the form 

where g is the component of the gravitational accelera- 
tion in the directon of the flow, t, pi is the liquid density 
and the liquid viscosity. If a fraction f of this liquid 
vaporises, then the mass flux of vapour ahead of the 
interface is pi fu.  Therefore, the velocity of the vapour 
ahead of the interface is 

U” = P’fu 
P U  

where pu is the vapour density and the pressure gradient 
in the vapour region is 

(3.3) 

where pv is the vapour viscosity. 
The pressure gradient therefore decreases (magni- 

tude increases) in the direction of the flow across the 
interface whenever 

Since the vapour density is much less than the liquid 
density, the left hand side of this expression is positive 
whenever the  liquid overlies the vapour; such a configu- 
ration is therefore gravitationally unstable. Conversely, 
if the vapour overlies the liquid, then the system is 
gravitationally stable. The right hand side of (3.4) is 
positive whenever 

E&>f (3.5) 
P”P1 

In this case. the magnitude of the pressure gradient as- 
sociated with the viscous stresses decreases in the direc- 
tion of the flow, tending to stabilise the interfaze. The 
quantity E has a value of the order 0.1-0.2 for a water- 
vapour system. Therefore expression (3.5) applies and 
the viscous pressure forces are stabilising whenever the 
mass fraction of liquid which vaporises, f ,  is sufficiently 

small 
(3.6) f < 0.1 - 0.2 

Otherwise the viscous pressure forces tends to desta- 
bilise the interface, as in the classical Saffman-Taylor 
instability (Saffman and Taylor 1958). 

This result may at  first appear surprising, since the 
relatively dense liquid is migrating into a region of less 
dense vapour; however, whenever, the mass fraction of 
liquid which vaporises is of order O.l-l.O1 the mass flux 
of vapour is comparable to  the mass flux of liquid, and 
therefore the speed of the vapour is much greater than 
the speed of the liquid. Since the density ratio pr/p,  is 
greater than the viscosity ratio p f / p v ,  this situatiin can 
then lead t o  an adverse viscous pressure gradient in the 
direction of flow. 

For simplicity, let us introduce the dimensionless 
parameters 

(3.7) 

and 

which denote the magnitude of the gravitational and 
viscous destabilisation of the interface. (Negative val- 
ues correspond to  a stabilising effect). If we assume 
that pv << pl,  as is typically the case, then instability 
may be possible, (3.4),  whenever 

S + F > O  (3.9) 

- 1 . 0 1  \ 

Figure 2 Schematic diagram of the various possible reg- 
imes in which a geothermal system may exist. If S+F’ > 
o then the interface may become unstable. 
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This expression identifies six possible stability regimes, 
as shown pictorially in figure 2. Two of the most in- 
teresting regimes are the cases in which (i) s > 0 and 
F < 0, S + F < 0, in which case the viscous pressure 
force can stabilise a gravitationally unstable situation; 
and (ii) S < 0 and F > 0, S + F > 0, in which case the 
viscous pressure forces may destabilise a gravitationally 
stable interface. Case (i) only develops when a small 
fraction of the descending liquid front vaporises, while 
case (ii) only develops when a large fraction of an as- 
cending liquid front vaporises. Fitzgerald and Woods 
(1994) described the simpler system in which g = 0 and 
hence S = 0; this corresponds to the x-axis of figure 2. 

Equation (3.9) provides a simple lower bound on 
the condition for instability of the vaporizing interface. 
In a more detailed analysis Fitzgerald & Woods (1994) 
have shown that in the absence of gravity long wave- 
length perturbations to a migrating liquid-vapour inter- 
face could be stabilized as a consequence of the com- 
pressibility of the vapour. In essence, newly formed 
vapour accumulates ahead of' the interface, building 
up the pressure and suppressing the formation of an 
advancing perturbation on the interface. Also, short 
wavelength disturbances can be stabilized through the 
action of thermal diffusion. As a result, only pertur- 
bations of intermediate wavelength are unstable, and 
so perturbations of these wavelengths will grow on the 
interface. 

4 EXPERIMENTS ON INSTABILITY 

We have conducted a series of analogue laboratory ex- 
periments to examine conditions under which a migrat- 
ing liquid-vapour interface becomes unstable. We in- 
jected liquid ether into packed beds of pre-heated sand, 
and recorded the evolution of the interface. Liquid 
ether was injected both from above and from below 
into a perspex vessel, of cross-sectional area 100cm2, 
and depth 40cm. The flow regime was recorded by 
video, and the mass fraction vaporising was calculated 
by comparing the mass supply rate with the observed 
rate of ascent of the interface. In the case of injec- 
tion from below, from section 3, we expect that the 
liquid-vapour interface will remain stable. This is in- 
deed the case, as may be seen in the photograph in 
figure 3(a). In our analogue experiments, the packed 
bed of sand was sufficiently fine-grained that the liquid 
and ether remained in thermal equilibrium. Thus, for 
a given descent speed and conditions under which the 
interface remains planar, the mass fraction vaporising 
follows the model of Pruess et al. (1987) and Woods 
and Fitzgerald (1993) 

Figure 3 (a) Photograph of an ascending liquid-vapour 
interface. Liquid ether is supplied from below into a 
sand layer of approximately 50' C. The photograph 
shown was taken from an experiment conducted in a 
sand chamber of internal horizontal dimensions 30 cm 
by 1 cm. Although heat losses in this particular exper- 
iment were considerably greater than those conducted 
using the main apparatus described in the text, the 
morphology of the ascending interface was essentially 
the same in all experiments. The dark zone is the 
liquid-saturated region and the lighter zone the vapour- 
filled one. 

as shown in figure 4, where c, denotes specific heat ca- 
pacity, T corresponds to temperature, L the latent heat 
of vaporisation, subscript s a property of the sand/rock, 
subscripts I and correspond to properties of the liq- 
uid and vapour, and subscripts h and b to conditions in 
the hot superheated region and at the boiling temper- 
ature respectively. In the figure, we include theoretical 
predictions for the mass fraction vaporising in porous 
layers of porosity 0.4, 0.45-and 0.5, which represent 
bounds for the porosity in our laboratory experiments. 
The data were collected from a series of experiments 
in which the initial temperature of the sand bed was 
varied. The boiling point of ether is -34O C. 

When the liquid ether was injected downwards fr- 
om above, the liquid-vapour interface became unstable, 
as suggested by the analysis shown in figure 2. The de- 
velopment of this instability is shown in the sequence of 
experir-ents in figure 3(b). The instability leads to the 
advance of non-linear fingers of liquid into the vapour 

(l - $)f'sCps(Ts - Tb) zone, thereby significantly changing the vaporisation 
process from that predicted by equation (4.1). Indeed, 
we found that a broad two phase saturated zone devel- 

(4.1) f =  
(l - $)ptCP8(Ts - T b )  + 4pf(Cpu(Ts - Tb) + L )  
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ops as the interface descends, in contrast to the sharp 
interface which forms with an ascending interface. 

Figure 3(b) Sequence of four photographs of a descend- 
ing liquid-vapour interface. Liquid ether is supplied 
from above into a sand layer of approximately W C .  
Photographs were taken at times 1, 3, 7 and 11 s af- 
ter onset of the experiment. Fingers of liquid ether 
are observed to form and grow ahead of the uniformly 
liquid-saturated region. The dark zone is the liquid- 
saturated region and the lighter zone the vapour-filled 
one. 

0 1  

03 

\ 0.2 

01 

0.0 
Y) m n 1 8 0  90 I U I  I10 

temperature of sand (C) 

Figure 4 Mass fraction vaporising f as a function of 
sand temperature. Three curves are given representing 
the theoretical values for sand porosities of 0.4, 0.45 
and 0.5 as indicated on the figure. 

5 APPLICATIONS 

The results of this analysis identify dynamic situations 
in which liquid zones may overlie and migrate into vap- 
our-filled regions of rock. Although our model is very 
simple, and is based upon a number of simplifying as- 
sumptions, it is of interest to examine the consequences 
of our model, noting the rather severe restictions upon 
its applicability to a heterogeneous fractured reservoir. 

For example, 22 years ago, in well SBlO at the 
Geysers reservoir, at points deeper than 350 m, the 
pressure gradient became significantly less than liquid- 
static, where the temperature was about 240°C and 
pressure about 30 bar (Truesdell & White 1973; White, 
Muffler & Truesdell 1971). Furthermore, below this 
point the fluid became more superheated. The well 
data of Enedy, Enedy & Maney (1991) and that of 
Enedy (1987) suggests that the permeability in the 
reservoir lies in the range 1 0 - l ~  - 1 0 - l ~ ~ ~ .  Therefore. in 
the regions of lowest permeability. the simple analysis of 
section 3, combined with the relationship between the 
mass fraction vaporising and the injection rate (Woods 
and Fitzgerald 1993), predicts that the liquid-vapour 
interface would be stable for liquid velocities greater 
than about 2 m per year. 

As a result of the net extraction of fluids from the 
Geysers reservoir, the pressures within the system have 
fallen (Kerr 1991) and values of 10 bar are now mea- 
sured in various sections of the field (Enedy ef al. 1993). 
This has increased the effective superheat of the reser- 
voir. As a result, a greater fraction of the liquid may 
vaporize at  a migrating liquid-vapour interface. For 
present conditions at The Geysers, we deduce that ac- 
cording to our analysis, a migrating liquid-vapour in- 
terface would be stable for liquid velocities greater than 

about 2.5 m per year in the regions of lowest perme- 
ability. 

Conditions in various sections of the Larderello field 
in Italy are somewhat hotter. Temperatures of 300'C 
at pressures of around 30 bar are observed, (Pruess et  
al. 1987b), although we note temperatures a5 great 
as 394Oc have been reported for the San Pompeo well 
(Truesdell 1991). The permeability variation within the 
field derived from well data indicates that values lie 
between 1-25Ox 10-'6m2 and hence our model predicts a 
migrating liquid-vapour interface is stable in the regions 
of lowest permeability for liquid velocities greater than 
about 0.2 m per year. 

6 CONCLUSIONS . ' 

We have developed a simple model describing how liq- 
uid can migrate through a superheated geothermal res- 
ervoir. We have identified that if the liquid velocity is 
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too low then the destabilizing force produced by gravity 
will exceed the resistance to motion within the liquid 
zone and consequently, the interface will become unsta- 
ble. We have also identified that if the fraction of liquid 
which vaporizes is too high then the pressure gradient 
within the vapour region can exceed that in the liquid 
zone, thereby leading to instability at the interface. We 
have also demonstrated this instability with some ana- 
logue laboratory experiments in which large non-linear 
fingers develop. 
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